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I. THE DOCTRINE OF EXHAUSTION IN LIGHT OF BACKGROUND PRIVATE LAW PRINCIPLES 

There is no doubt that the doctrine of exhaustion of trade mark rights is of grave economic 

importance. It allows consumers to enjoy the benefits of free trade on goods already placed 

on the market with the trade mark proprietor’s consent and promotes competition in the 

collateral markets for specific dealings with those goods including repair and maintenance 

services.1 As a counterbalance, trade mark law recognises some exceptions to trade mark 

exhaustion in order to protect legitimate interests of trade mark owners.2 Understandably, 

most of the emphasis has been placed on the aspect of the doctrine that prevents the trade 

mark proprietor from distorting the downstream commercialisation of goods she has already 

put into circulation by virtue of her exclusive right. Scholars have meticulously explored the 

economic dimension of the doctrine3 and European courts have been vigilant to reject 

interpretations of the law that would undermine the trade mark proprietor’s authority to 

place the goods bearing her mark on the market for the first time or circumvent the principle 

of regional exhaustion.4 

On the other hand, the only exception to the exhaustion of rights conferred by a trade 

mark that is explicitly mentioned in the text of all European trade mark law instruments issued 

so far relates to the ageless problem of adulterated goods. Of course, neither Article 15(2) of 

the Trade Mark Directive5 nor its counterpart in the EUTMR6 contain an exhaustive list of 

grounds upon which the trade mark proprietor would be able to assert her rights to oppose 
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the further commercialisation of trade-marked goods. In accordance with the broader policy 

goals of trade mark law, the CJEU has indeed recognised economically significant exceptions 

to the exhaustion rule for the purpose of protecting the advertising value encapsulated in a 

trade mark, especially when it features on goods characterised by an aura of luxury and 

exclusivity.7 Compared to the policy justifications underpinning the exhaustion of trade mark 

rights as a legal concept, the exceptions to that doctrine remain somewhat under-theorised. 

Several legal principles operate cumulatively to pull strings with the interpretation of 

the law so that any departures from the rule of trade mark exhaustion remain confined to a 

narrow field of application. At European level, the absence of trade barriers within the 

internal market is an overriding principle of primary EU law that is sturdily anchored in the 

provisions establishing the free movement of goods and a system of undistorted competition. 

Similar background principles concerned with the freedom of trade and competition can be 

found in the private law traditions of national jurisdictions. Trade mark exhaustion has been 

perceived as operating in a fashion that is analogous to the function of civil law rules on good-

faith acquisition, for instance.8 Within very few years, the US Supreme Court has explained 

the exhaustion doctrine as a manifestation of the traditional common law hostility towards 

the imposition of restrictions to the alienation of chattels.9 Ruling that the patentee may not 

invoke her exclusive rights to impose post-sale restrictions with regard to the patented 

product, the Court referred to the “first sale doctrine” as marking “the point where patent 

rights yield to the common law principle against restraints on alienation.”10 A few years 

earlier, when the Court ruled that the sale of a copyrighted article in a foreign market triggers 

the exhaustion of the copyright owner’s rights regardless of whether the product had been 

manufactured outside the United States, it portrayed exhaustion as “a common-law doctrine 

with an impeccable historic pedigree” reflecting “the common law’s refusal to permit 

restraints on the alienation of chattels”.11 Notably, both cases have cited Lord Coke’s 

reiteration of the common-law rule back in the early 17th century to support their 

propositions.12 

Appreciating the link between the exhaustion doctrine and private law concepts 

favouring the unconstrained trade on goods already placed on the market with the consent 

of the trade mark proprietor induces us into further syllogistic steps. Despite its apparent 

hostility towards trade restraints, the law quite often employs inalienability rules to promote 

efficiency considerations or some other policy goal. Hence, the exceptions to trade mark 

exhaustion may be studied and, at least partially, explained as rules restricting the alienability 

of trade-marked goods to implement trade mark law policies. 

Part 2 seeks to emphasise the point that the exhaustion rule does not constitute a sort 

of “natural” trade mark law principle depriving the trade mark proprietor of every possibility 

to interfere with the downstream commercialisation of the trade-marked good. It is a rule 
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9 Impression Products, Inc. v. Lexmark Intern., Inc., 137 S.Ct. 1523 (2017), 1531-32. 
10 Ibid., at [1531]. 
11 Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 568 U.S. 519, 133 S. Ct. 1351 (2013), 1363. 
12 E. Coke, Institutes of the Laws of England (London 1628) §360, 223. 



established by the legislator, which occasionally confers upon the proprietor a significant 

degree of control over the distribution channels for her products. The paper examines that 

aspect of the doctrine by looking at its historical development and application in various trade 

mark systems.  

Part 3 examines the exceptions to the principle of exhaustion recognised by the 

European system of trade mark protection and as formulated in the relevant judgments of 

the CJEU. The justification for recognising these exceptions offered by the CJEU focuses on 

the need to secure incentives to create and maintain reputational value and not on the need 

to avoid an impairment of a trade mark function. On the other hand, it is widely accepted that 

the authority of the trade mark proprietor to oppose the further commercialisation of a trade-

marked good after its first sale can be justified through recourse to the legal concept of the 

trade mark functions, and in particular, the advertising function. The paper elaborates upon 

those arguments to illustrate how the quality function of trade marks, understood broadly 

enough to mirror the concept of quality perception established by marketing science, could 

corroborate such justifications of the exceptions to the exhaustion principle despite its 

accessory nature. Given, however, the controversy about the functions theory and the need 

to explain the rationale behind the legal recognition of the advertising function especially 

when it is bound to interfere with the free flow of trade, a more solid justification is necessary. 

Part 4 draws upon the observation that both the exhaustion doctrine and its 

exceptions are intertwined with the broader policy question pertaining to the circumstances 

under which the legislator or the courts tend to opt for inalienability rules to protect 

entitlements. The paper examines the nature and the function of inalienability rules as 

instruments for achieving particular efficiencies without excluding other considerations such 

as distributional goals. It then shows how the exceptions to the exhaustion rule operate as 

inalienability rules. In that regard, trade mark law does nothing different than other areas of 

law when they seek to achieve the conservation of some resource. Part 5 summarises and 

concludes. 

II. THE DOCTRINE OF EXHAUSTION: THE FREEDOM OF TRADE AND ITS LIMITATIONS 

The doctrine of exhaustion aims at regulating the extent to which intellectual property (IP) 

rights may be relied upon to exercise some control over the distribution channels for the 

products they cover. In its most aggressive form, as envisaged by Josef Kohler13 and the 

German jurisprudence in the advent of the 20th century, not only does it exclude the 

possibility of the IP owner to oppose the further commercialisation of the goods she had put 

in circulation with her consent but it also renders any contractually imposed sale restrictions 

ineffective, giving prominence to the absolute freedom of trade.14 Under the more flexible 

approaches adopted in the course of time, the doctrine of exhaustion does not affect the 

validity of terms imposing restrictions on the right of alienating the purchased good, which is 

 
13 J. Kohler, Handbuch des deutschen Patentrechts 452-59 (Mannheim 1900). See also Friedrich-Karl Beier, “Zur 
Zulässigkeit von Parallelimporten patentierter Erzeugnisse“ (1996) GRUR Int 1, 3. 
14 C. Heath, “Parallel Imports and International Trade” (1997) 28 IIC 623, 624-626; J. Schovsbo, “The Exhaustion 
of Rights and Common Principles of European Intellectual Property Law” in A. Ohly (ed.), Common Principles of 
European Intellectual Property Law (Tübingen 2012), 169, 171-172. 



assessed by other substantive law rules, and, depending on the competition as well as the 

trade policy pursued in a given jurisdiction, may allow the trade mark proprietor to retain 

some authority to interfere with downstream sales and parallel imports by virtue of her 

exclusive right. Even in the latter case, however, such restrictions would be of exceptional 

character since maintaining trade freedom is of paramount economic importance. 

A. The Implied Licence Theory 

An illustrative example of a flexible approach can be found in British trade mark law as it stood 

before the implementation of the First Trade Marks Directive. Exclusive rights in source-

identifying rights were enforced for the first time around the middle of the 18th century by 

the courts of equity in the context of adjudicating disputes involving misrepresentations 

about the commercial origin of goods.15 The courts recognised a limited exclusive “right to 

have a particular trade mark to designate a commodity” which could only be trespassed upon 

by the confusing use of an identical or similar mark for identical goods.16 Dealing with goods 

associated in trade with the proprietor of an earlier mark could not give rise to infringement 

since such junior use does not create any confusion as to the origin of those goods. Trade 

mark rights were incapable of establishing a distribution monopoly to the benefit of their 

proprietor because they only protected a source identifier.17 This principle applied regardless 

of whether the goods were sold in the domestic or some foreign market for the first time.18 

Nevertheless, traders, whose commercial strategy was based on the ability to offer 

vertically differentiated versions of the same product to match diverse consumer preferences 

or to price-discriminate taking advantage of the variations in demand elasticity across 

different national markets, were able to implement their business schemes through 

contractual terms prohibiting the parallel importation of their products into the UK. The 

validity of those contractual stipulations was made contingent upon ensuring that subsequent 

buyers would be made privy to the marketing restrictions, usually through the affixation of a 

relevant notice to the product. Conversely, if goods had been placed on the market anywhere 

in the world without any qualification, the trade mark proprietor would be deemed to have 

granted an implied licence for the goods to be resold freely. Importantly, traders were 

allowed to partition the various national markets they were operating in by establishing a 

network of separate legal entities which individually owned the respective national trade 

mark registrations. If restrictions of parallel imports were in place, the proprietor of the UK 

registration would be in a position to prevent the importation of the goods sold under the 

same mark abroad into the UK.19 

 
15 Millington v Fox (1838) 40 E.R. 956; Hall v Barrows (1863) 4 De G J & S 150. 
16 Farina v Silverlock (1856) 43 E.R. 1214, 1216. See generally, D.M. Kerly, The Law of Trade-marks, Trade-name, 
and Merchandise Marks (1894), 1-5; For a more recent account and critical appraisal of the law as it then stood, 
see L. Bently, “From Communication to Thing: Historical Aspects of the Conceptualisation of Trade Marks as 
Property” in G.B. Dinwoodie and M. Janis (eds.) Trade Mark Law and Theory – A Handbook of Contemporary 
Research (Cheltenham 2008), 3. 
17 Farina, at [1217-18]. 
18 Champagne Heidsieck et Cie Monopole Societe Anonyme v Buxton [1930] 1 Ch. 330. 
19 Dunlop Rubber Company Ld. v. A. A. Booth & Co. Ltd. 43 RPC 139 (1926). See also W.R. Cornish, Intellectual 
Property: Patents, Copyright, Trade Mark and Allied Rights, 4th ed., (London 1999) and A.W. White, “Sunglasses: 
A Benefit to Health?” [1999] E.I.P.R. 176, 178-179 (noting how that state of the law allowed traders to enforce 



The implied licence theory, which harks back to Betts v Wilmott,20 remained the 

guiding principle under the Trade Marks Act of 1938. This time, the legislator had to introduce 

a specific provision depriving the trade mark proprietor of the authority to oppose 

downstream dealings with goods circulated already with her consent provided, of course, that 

she, or a registered user, has applied that mark to those goods or has consented to its use. 

Since the 1938 Act had rendered the use of an earlier trade mark (for the purpose of importing 

a reference to the trade mark proprietor and/or her goods) an infringing act, the new 

statutory right could be infringed by non-trade-mark uses.21 Thus, the lack of authority to 

control the distribution of circulated products by virtue of the exclusive right in the mark 

affixed to the goods could no longer be justified by the reference to the nature of trade marks 

as rights to use a mark as an indicator source.22 

Courts have ruled that sales in foreign markets do not involve an application of the 

mark in the UK unless it can be ascertained that there has been some intention at the time of 

the first marketing to eventually sell the goods in the UK as well.23 Where large conglomerates 

had been trading through local subsidiaries owning national registrations, UK courts hung 

back from conclusively ruling that the commercialisation of the trade-marked good abroad by 

the parent or another subsidiary company amounts to an application of the mark by the trade 

mark proprietor within the meaning of section 4(3)(a) of the 1938 Act.24 In effect, parallel 

imports into the UK could be barred by virtue of national trade mark rights if two conditions 

were met. First, the registrations in the countries of import and export should be owned by 

separate legal entities and, second, explicit contractual terms should be in place prohibiting 

the importation of the trade-marked goods in the UK.25 The trade mark proprietor cannot be 

deemed to have consented to the use of the mark in that case. To accommodate the interests 

of traders who differentiated their products to penetrate foreign markets, British courts 

modified the traditional common-law-principle ruling, at a much later stage, that no consent 

to the use of the mark in the jurisdiction could be inferred from the sale of a product abroad 

which was different in terms of quality to the product offered in the domestic market.26 For 

the rest, any unqualified international sale would be tantamount to an implied licence to 

dispose of the trade-marked goods without import or export restrictions.27 Importantly, the 

1938 Act provided trade mark proprietors with an effective “stick” allowing them to secure 

the integrity of their distribution systems. Any failure on behalf of registered users to observe 

 
business schemes involving strategies of resale price maintenance or impose sales prohibitions aimed at 
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534. 
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27 Revlon v Cripps, at 107 (Buckley LJ) and 117 (Templeman LJ). 



licensing terms and conditions pertaining to the characteristics of the goods, to the mode or 

place of permitted use, or to any other matter would give rise to trade mark infringement 

pursuant to section 28(4)(c) of the 1938 Act. 

Common-law courts did not have to formulate a doctrine of exhaustion because 

dealing with genuine goods did not amount to an infringing act as it did not involve any 

deception as to the commercial origin of the goods. Exhaustion emerged as a solution to the 

problem of national trade mark statutes such as the German trade mark statute of 189428 

which explicitly armoured rights holders with the exclusive authority of marketing goods 

under their registered trade marks.29 Prior to the implementation of the First Trade Marks 

Directive, some EU member states, like Germany30, had endorsed aν international exhaustion 

doctrine, whereas others gravitated around rules that allowed trade mark proprietors to 

control parallel imports.31 

B. Regional Exhaustion in European Trade Mark Law 

Harmonised European trade mark law adopted a system of regional exhaustion whereby the 

first sale within the EEA exhausts the underlying trade mark rights, with a view to promoting 

the integration of the internal market and the competitiveness of its industries.32 It was 

envisaged, back then, that those goals would have been unattainable if the internal market 

could at any time be flooded by low-priced goods imported from international markets. 

Incentives for economic operators within the EU to trade with each other would be reduced 

and EU traders would lose many opportunities to price-discriminate in international trade. 

Hence, national trade marks rights and European Union Trade Marks are exhausted where 

goods have been placed on the EEA with the proprietor’s consent and traders do not have the 

option of partitioning the common market by assigning national registrations to local 

subsidiaries or other economically affiliated entities.33 

In view of its economic importance, the principle of regional exhaustion has been 

rigidly applied as a rule that cannot be abrogated by national laws.34 No consent of the 

proprietor to the importation of goods into the internal market could be inferred from any 

 
28 § 12 Warenbezeichnungsgestz 1894. 
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31 See generally, F.-K. Beier and A. Von Mühlendahl, “Der Grundsatz der internationalen Erschöpfung des 
Markenrechts in den Mitgliedstaaten der EG und ausgeqählten Drittstaaten“ (1980) 71 Mitt. D. Patentanwälte 
101; R. Klaka, “Markenrechtliche Erschöpfungslehre im neuen Licht“ in U. Loewenheim and T. Raiser (eds.), 
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32 See generally, I. Calboli, “Trademark Exhaustion in the European Union: Community-Wide or International? 
The Saga Continues” (2002) 6 Marq. Intellectual Property L. Rev. 47, 80-84. 
33 Judgment of 13 July 1966, Établissements Consten S.à.R.L. and Grundig-Verkaufs-GmbH v Commission of the 
European Economic Community, Joined cases 56 and 58-64, ECLI:EU:C:1966:41; Judgment of the Court of 22 
June 1994, IHT Internationale Heiztechnik GmbH and Uwe Danzinger v Ideal-Standard GmbH and Wabco 
Standard GmbH., Case C-9/93, ECLI:EU:C:1994:261; Judgment of 20 December 2017, Schweppes SA v Red 
Paralela SL and Red Paralela BCN SL., Case C-291/16, ECLI:EU:C:2017:990. 
34 Judgment of 16 July 1998, Silhouette International Schmied v Hartlauer Handelsgesellschaft, C-355/96, 
ECLI:EU:C:1998:374, at [31 and 37]. 



unqualified sale which has taken place outside the EEA.35 Furthermore, the rights of the trade 

mark proprietor are only exhausted with respect to the specific goods for the marketing of 

which she granted her consent.36 Again, such consent may not be inferred from the fact that 

an economic operator is trading globally.37 While the exhaustion of IP rights is closely 

connected with competition law concerns as the free movement of goods within the internal 

market indeed constitutes a bedrock principle of the system of effective competition that the 

TFEU seeks to maintain,38 there has been no serious challenge so far of the trade mark 

proprietor’s authority to oppose the importation of goods into the EEA without her consent. 

The CJEU has ruled that the assertion of trade mark rights to prevent parallel imports 

into the EEA does not in itself amount to a concerted practice or an abuse of dominant 

position even when the profit margin of the goods involved is particularly large and 

fluctuations between the prices charged in the internal market and those charged in other 

countries are particularly high.39 In that case, the Court refused to recognise an exception to 

the principle of regional exhaustion for the purpose of lowering the prices in markets for 

products such as spare parts, which are characterised by various degrees of lock-in effects, 

on EU competition law grounds.40 Many years ago, the Court has also ruled that only in 

exceptional circumstances would the agreement of a European trader with a distributor in a 

country outside the EEA to refrain from re-importing the contracted goods in the internal 

market have an appreciable effect on the pattern of trade within the EU.41 So far, no case has 

arisen where courts or competent authorities have found that a distribution strategy of a 

trader based on the prohibition of parallel imports into the EEA has adversely affected 

competition. In a similar vein, the UK Supreme Court ruled that the trade mark proprietor’s 

authority to oppose such parallel imports by virtue of her exclusive right was absolute and 

could not be scaled back with arguments related to the free movement of goods.42 Euro 

defences raising competition concerns would normally fail due to the lack of a nexus between 

the alleged anticompetitive practices and the assertion of trade mark rights.43 

Furthermore, the CJEU has ruled that the removal of the mark from goods under a 

customs warehouse procedure and which had been circulated in markets outside the EEA 

with the trade mark proprietor’s consent, constitutes a use in the course of trade within the 

meaning of Article 15 TMD 2008, so that a third party who has de-branded and modified those 

goods to comply with various EU regulations could be held liable for trade mark 

infringement.44 As the trade mark proprietor had not yet marketed the goods in the EU, the 

junior use was likely to affect the functions of the mark. It would deprive the trade mark 

 
35 Judgment of 20 November 2001, Zino Davidoff and Levi Strauss, C-414/99 to C-416/99, ECLI:EU:C:2001:617, 
at [60]. 
36 Judgment of 1 July 1999, Sebago and Maison Dubois, C-173/98, ECLI:EU:C:1999:347, at [21-22]. 
37 Ibid. 
38 See generally, B. Conde Gallego, “The Principle of Exhaustion of Rights and Its Implications for Competition 
Law” (2003) 34 I.I.C. 473. 
39 Order of 17 July 2014, Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, C-535/13, ECLI:EU:C:2014:2123, at [25]. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Judgment of 28 April 1998, Javico v Yves Saint Laurent Parfums, C-306/96, ECLI:EU:C:1998:173, at [28]. 
42 Oracle America v M-Tech Data [2012] UKSC 27, [2012] 4 All E.R. 338 at [18-20] (Lord Sumption). 
43 Ibid., at [30-32]. 
44 Judgment of 25 July 2018, Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha and Mitsubishi Caterpillar Forklift Europe, C-129/17, 
ECLI:EU:C:2018:594. 



proprietor of her right to place the goods on the internal market for the first time and the 

opportunity to promote her goods under the mark, as well as reduce her incentives to 

maintain a reputation capable of generating brand loyalty since European consumers would 

not be able to recognise those goods as stemming from her.45 Apart from the teleological 

interpretation of the requirement for a use in the course of trade in light of the law’s purpose 

of averting harm to the trade mark functions, the Court justified its conclusion by a more 

general reference to the overriding principle of regional exhaustion which would have been 

undermined if the defendant were able to escape liability under such circumstances.46 Last 

but not least, the European system of trade mark protection confers upon the proprietor the 

authority to assert her rights against a licensee who contravenes licensing provisions with 

regard to the scope of the permitted use, including the quality of the goods manufactured or 

of the services provided under the licence (Article 25 Trade Mark Directive). Much like the 

1938 Act, harmonised European trade mark law has provided trade mark proprietors with an 

effective instrument for policing the integrity of their distribution systems. 

The extent to which trade mark rights may be relied upon to exercise control over the 

distribution channels of the trade-marked good depends on the policy decisions of the 

legislator. As such, the exhaustion doctrine was originally formulated by German courts to 

implement a policy decision against the imposition of any restraint on the downstream sales 

of trade-marked goods arising from the enforcement of trade mark rights. In sharp contrast, 

as evidenced by the application of the implied licence theory and the right to assert trade 

mark rights against licensees violating some types of licensing terms provided for in section 

28(4)(c) of the 1938 Act, UK law has always recognised a limited but substantial authority of 

the trade mark proprietor to interfere with the further commercialisation of goods already 

placed on the market with her consent. Despite the adoption of the term “exhaustion” by the 

CJEU, the European legislator opted for a regime that allows the trade mark proprietor to 

block undesired parallel imports into the EEA and discipline licensees within her distribution 

networks to promote policies associated with the proper functioning of the internal market. 

C. Common-Law Principles on the Alienability of Chattels and Statutory Interpretation in US 

Intellectual Property Law 

Even though the US Supreme Court placed grave emphasis on the traditional common-law 

principle against the imposition of restrictions to the alienation of chattels, it must not be 

disregarded that in both cases the outcome was determined, as it should, through the 

interpretation and application of statutory law. In Kirtsaeng, the key question was whether 

the reference made in section 109(a) US Copyright Act to the “sale of a particular copy made 

under this title” could be taken to have introduced a geographical restriction to the doctrine 

of exhaustion rendering it applicable only to those copies that were originally manufactured 

in the US or to copies made abroad but which were sold in the US for the first time. Since the 

wording of the statute was deemed to be unclear, the Court resorted to the general principle 

of statutory construction, providing that, where there is no clear indication to the contrary, 

the federal legislator is presumed to have adhered to established common-law principles. In 

 
45 Ibid., at [44-46]. 
46 Ibid., at [42 and 47]. 



fact, the common-law rules did not distinguish between foreign and domestic sales.47 

Similarly, the Court found in Lexmark that there was nothing in the US Patent Act to suggest 

that the legislator had sought to deviate from the traditional common-law rule.48 In essence, 

the US Supreme Court ruled in both cases that the precise scope of the exhaustion doctrine 

is a matter for the legislator to determine. 

A thorough review and analysis of the grounds upon which trade mark proprietors in 

the US are entitled to enjoin the downstream sale of repackaged and reconditioned goods 

lies beyond the scope of this paper.49 The statutory provisions on border controls and trade 

mark infringement allow trade mark proprietors to oppose a wide array of undesired parallel 

imports.50 In both contexts, the pivotal question is whether a given defendant is trading in 

goods that are “materially different” to the trade mark proprietor’s genuine goods or 

domestic goods respectively.51  Apart from preventing erosion to goodwill that is likely to arise 

from consumer deception about the quality of trade marked goods, this statutory regime 

provides trade mark proprietors with a broad leeway for designing and implementing 

distribution strategies. 

All in all, there is nothing like a “natural law” mandate prescribing the total absence 

of trade mark constraints to the downstream sales of goods already placed on the market 

with the consent of the trade mark proprietor. It is a matter of statutory interpretation. Prior 

to its codification in the First Trade Marks Directive, the principle of exhaustion was derived 

by the CJEU from an interpretation of primary European law that sought to achieve an optimal 

degree of congruence between the provisions establishing the free movement of goods 

within the internal market and the competence of the individual member states to regulate 

matters related to property situated within their territory.52 Of course, the freedom of trade 

has to remain the default principle. Recognising exceptions to the rule in light of efficiency 

considerations is, however, equally important,53 and, in any case, within the purview of 

legislative authority. 
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III. THE EXCEPTIONS TO THE PRINCIPLE OF EXHAUSTION IN THE EUROPEAN TRADE MARK 

SYSTEM 

A. Exceptions to the Doctrine of Exhaustion Safeguarding Against False Attributions of 

Quality 

Dealings with the trade-marked good that affect its original condition have always triggered 

trade mark liability.54 Common-law courts accepted that such instances warranted an 

exception to the general principle that the exclusive right in a trade mark does not confer 

upon its proprietor a distribution monopoly. The trade mark proprietor is exposed to 

reputational harm when goods she has placed on the market already have been adulterated 

remain in circulation and are still associated with her in trade. 

Aside from the straightforward cases of flagrant adulteration,55 the CJEU has held that 

the exhaustion defence would also not be available where the original condition of the 

products might be indirectly affected.56 Relevant circumstances include, for instance, the 

repackaging of the trade-marked goods along with a new set of user documentation which 

conveys incomplete or inaccurate information about the nature, composition, effect, use or 

storage of the product.57 Inserting an ingestion or dosage administration device into the 

packaging of a pharmaceutical product which is not compliant with the regimen of use 

envisaged by the manufacturer is another example of an indirect adverse effect on a product’s 

condition through dealings that have taken place after its first sale.58 Although the Court 

effectively expanded the scope of the exceptions to the exhaustion rule, it also sought to 

ensure that trade restrictions would only commence where there is a serious risk of 

reputational harm. Changing the external packaging of the product, fixing self-stick labels in 

its inner packaging or simply inserting new user instructions therein would not give rise to 

trade mark infringement.59 

An exception to the exhaustion of trade mark rights through the consented first sale 

in the EEA is not only justified when there is an imminent risk that low or even bad product 

quality would be attributed to the trade mark proprietor. Another reason why the trade mark 

proprietor has a legitimate reason to control downstream sales is to simply protect herself 

from false attributions of quality. It has been accordingly held that the manufacturer of a 

video game console could successfully assert its UK registered trade mark rights against a 

parallel importer who had opened the boxes in which the products were packaged to insert 

the appropriate current adaptors to render the console usable in the UK without identifying 

their commercial origin.60 The same issue arose in the Viking Gas case.61 Kosan was selling gas 
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to private and commercial customers in a proprietary composite bottle whose shape had 

been registered as a European Union Trade Mark by a Norwegian company and which it could 

use under a sole licence for the territory of Denmark. Once the gas was used up, customers 

would return the bottle they had already bought from Kosan to receive a refilled one after 

having paid for the price of the gas only. Kosan had affixed its own registered trade marks on 

the bottles it sold under the licence. Danish consumers had the option of shifting to 

independent refillers for a better bargain on gas. Those refillers, who had adopted the same 

business model, affixed their own logos to the bottles but without removing Kosan’s marks. 

Consequently, a co-branding scheme arranged from that practice. Kosan sued for trade mark 

infringement of the shape mark, arguing that it had legitimate reasons to oppose the dealings 

undertaken by Viking Gas, a refiller, despite the fact that the respective bottles had been 

placed on the market with its consent. The Court noted that the plaintiff could be successful 

if it were able to establish that consumers have in the meantime been assuming that there is 

some sort of connection between the parties to the dispute.62 Apparently, this is largely 

dependent on the market context shaped by the practices in the relevant business sector, 

which is, of course, a question of fact for the national court to appreciate.63 

These exceptions to trade mark exhaustion may be justified through a recourse to the 

normatively binding concept of the trade mark functions. Dealings having an adverse effect 

on the original condition of the goods involve an impairment of the origin function as the 

consumers normally assume that goods they purchase stem directly from the trade mark 

proprietor and have not been subjected to any unauthorised interference by a third party 

which has affected the original condition of the product at some previous marketing stage.64 

At the same time, any adverse effect on the original condition of the goods gives rise to an 

impairment of the quality function. Traders cannot be expected to constantly maintain the 

same level of product quality but they have an incentive to market good quality at all times 

since consumers are capable of punishing the marketing of unsatisfactory quality with the 

help of trade marks which assist them in avoiding unsuccessful purchases.65 Evidently, the 

quality function overlaps with the essential function of origin and is dependent on it.66 After 

all, signs that identify goods or services according to their commercial origin constitute 

instruments through which traders assume responsibility for the quality they market. In the 

context of intervening dealings by third parties that adversely affect the original condition of 

a product already placed on the market with the trade mark proprietor’s consent, there is a 

harmful interference with the quality signal the trade mark proprietor transmitted when she 
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placed the goods bearing the mark on the market for the first time along with an impairment 

of a trade mark function. Clearly, in such a case the functions of investment and advertising 

are also affected. But recourse to a technical analysis inquiring upon a potential impairment 

of a trade mark function is not necessary for justifying an exception to the rule of exhaustion 

where the goods have been adulterated by a third party after their first consented sale and 

before reaching the ultimate consumer. 

Although not explicitly suggested, the Court had already indicated in Bristol-Myers 

that trade mark functions other than the essential function of origin may justify exceptions to 

the doctrine of exhaustion. The CJEU noted that in the case of pharmaceutical products, which 

is “certainly a sensitive area”, “the public is particularly demanding as to the quality and 

integrity of the product, and the presentation of the product may indeed be capable of 

inspiring public confidence in that regard.”67 This statement corresponds to user-based 

definitions of quality offered by business studies, which focus on the consumers’ expectations 

with regard to a specific product.68 Quality is therefore assessed also by reference to the 

perceptions or even the subjective preferences of consumers.69 

Traders are concerned with perceived quality as much as they are concerned with the 
objective quality of their goods or services.70 We are all, one way or another, familiar with the 
notion that it is not enough for something to simply be good; it must also be perceived as 
such in a relevant market. Perceived quality has many facets, one of those relating to 
reputation.71 Where consumers are not able to inspect the quality of a product prior to the 
purchase, the seller’s reputation will be influential to their economic decisions.72 Apart from 
remedying problems of information asymmetry, perceived quality is important in itself, as no 
one can be successful in the marketplace without a good reputation. Cases of “inappropriate 
presentation” involve an interference with the reputational signal of the mark that diminishes 
the product’s perceived quality. This has an adverse effect on the origin function as the trade 
mark proprietor cannot effectively rely upon the mark to assume responsibility for the quality 
of the trade-marked good. 

Whether dealings with the product that are subsequent to its consented first sale are 

bound to affect the way its quality will be perceived by the consumers depends therefore on 

the relevant market and the beholder. In the case of pharmaceuticals sold to hospitals, for 

instance, it is unlikely that negative associations would result from poor quality or untidy 
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packaging.73 When, however, such products are sold directly to the ultimate consumers, the 

presentation of the product would negatively affect their perception of the product’s quality. 

Consumer distrust of poorly packaged pharmaceuticals would not be dispelled by the fact 

that these products are subject to prescription.74 The legitimate reason allowing the trade 

mark proprietor to oppose the further commercialisation of her products was identified by 

the Court to lie in the need for protecting the mark’s reputation which could be damaged by 

the marketing of those goods in packaging that is defective, poor quality or untidy. Elaborating 

upon that rationale, the CJEU has clarified in the meantime that the trade mark proprietor 

would be able to prevail in all instances of inappropriate presentation of the product which 

are capable of damaging the reputation of the mark.75 The instances related to poor-quality 

packaging referred to in Bristol- Myers were deemed to be examples of inappropriate 

presentation depriving defendants of the argument that plaintiff’s rights have been 

exhausted. Moreover, the same principles are applicable to products other than 

pharmaceuticals. Trade mark rights may be asserted to prevent the parallel importation of 

whiskey, for example, where the product has been repackaged or relabelled in a way that is 

likely to damage its image of luxury and blacken the reputation of the trade mark proprietor.76 

Obliterating or removing batch codes and other similar indicia may also give rise to 

reputational harm.77 

As already indicated, though, the recognition of an exception to the rule of exhaustion 

in cases of inappropriate presentation could also be explained as an impairment to the mark’s 

quality function, which is understood more broadly in conformity with marketing concepts of 

product quality drawing on consumer expectations. We observe, however, that the 

justification for recognising an exception to trade mark exhaustion due to “inappropriate 

presentation” as put forward by the CJEU in its relevant judgments leans more toward an 

argument related to the conservation of the reputation attached to a trade mark as an 

intangible business value rather than to an impairment of a trade mark function. 

B. Exceptions to the Doctrine of Exhaustion Promoting the Conservation of Brand Image 

In Dior v Evora, the CJEU was called upon to rule whether the trade mark proprietor may 

oppose the further commercialisation and promotion of goods characterised by some allure, 

prestigious image and aura of luxury surrounding them where the circumstances under which 

the sale as well as the advertising of those goods takes place are bound to damage the 

reputation they have acquired.78 Albeit with some caveats, the Court answered in the 

affirmative. Once the exclusionary effect of the right is likely to expand for reasons that are 

independent from the need to safeguard the origin function, it becomes necessary to consider 
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how to determine the optimal scope of protection. Realising the need to avoid sweeping 

arguments requesting protection of reputational interests that would unduly restrict the free 

flow of trade, the Court stressed that plaintiffs would only succeed in their trade mark 

infringement suits if they manage to establish the junior use has caused or is likely to cause 

serious damage to the mark’s reputation.79 In fact, the CJEU has adopted a rather careful and 

balanced approach.80 At any rate, the trade mark proprietor would even be entitled to enjoin 

resellers from using an earlier mark to advertise the lawful resale of the trade marked goods 

even though the respective advertising methods are customary in the field of the reseller’s 

economic activity provided that the junior use seriously damages the reputation of that 

mark.81 

Apparently, the decision constitutes a manifestation of the legal protection awarded 

to the advertising function of trade marks.82 One can make that argument since the 

preliminary question itself, which was repeated in part of the judgment where the Court 

reiterates its findings, is formulated as inquiring upon the extent to which the advertising 

function is protected. However, the analysis of the Court elaborates upon the justification put 

forward in Bristol-Myers, namely that further commercialisation could be enjoined to protect 

the reputation of the mark, which emerges as the dominant rationale for excluding trade 

mark exhaustion.83 This approach could be juxtaposed to the analysis of the CJEU in Arsenal 

where the Court sought to clarify the scope of the double identity rule by explicitly basing its 

reasoning on the concept of the trade mark functions.84 It may be explained by considering 

that reputational damage has always been, from the early times of trade mark protection,85 

the most obvious reason for allowing the trade mark proprietor to interfere with the resale 

of genuine goods. The line of reasoning of the Court elaborates deductively from that notion 

without it being necessary to engage into the interest balancing exercise associated with the 

application of the functions theory in order to reach a decision on the proper scope of trade 

mark protection. 

One could in fact make an argument based on the quality function of trade marks to 

justify the outcome in Dior v Evora setting a user-based definition of quality as the starting 

point of the analysis. There is no statement of the Court supporting this proposition. In 

essence, Dior raised exactly this point by arguing that the expression “condition of the goods” 
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should broadly understood to encompass “the allure, prestigious image and aura of luxury 

surrounding the goods, resulting from the manner in which the trade mark owner has chosen 

to present and advertise the goods using his trade mark rights.”86 Perceived quality may also 

refer to brand image.87 Whether a product meets consumer expectations or not, it often 

depends on its capacity to satisfy demand for goods differentiated by brand image.88 

Conversely, even the owners of the most successful brands cannot practically afford 

neglecting other quality aspects of their products as this would unlikely go unnoticed by the 

consumers.89 Thus, by conferring upon the goods such “intangible quality”, trade mark 

proprietors are able to transmit a robust signal of quality assurance at the same time.90 

Seemingly, the CJEU has endorsed this broader quality function in the Copad case.91 

This time Dior went after a licensee who contravened a term imposing an obligation to refrain 

from selling the contracted goods to discount outlets for the purpose of maintaining the 

repute and prestige of its female undergarment line of products. The Court was asked to rule 

on whether Dior could invoke its rights against the licensee pursuant to the rule prescribed in 

Article 8(2) of the First Trade Marks Directive. According to that provision, the trade mark 

proprietor may do so if the licensee contravenes “any provision in his licensing contract with 

regard to its duration, the form covered by the registration in which the trade mark may be 

used, the scope of the goods or services for which the licence is granted, the territory in which 

the trade mark may be affixed, or the quality of the goods manufactured or of the services 

provided by the licensee.” Agreeing with the analysis of Advocate General Kokott, the Court 

ruled that the licensee should be deemed to have contravened a term pertaining to the 

quality of the goods if her actions result in damage to “the allure and prestigious image which 

bestows on them an aura of luxury.”92  

The Court also ruled that that any sales commenced in violation of the licensing 

agreement cannot be regarded as having been consented to by the trade mark proprietor.93 

As a result thereof, such sales do not trigger the exhaustion of the respective trade mark 

rights. In any event, as the Court noted, the trade mark proprietor would have legitimate 

reasons to oppose the further commercialisation on the grounds of such resales damaging 

the reputation of the mark.94 Interestingly, the decision does not make any reference to the 

advertising or investment function of trade marks. In any event, the ruling of the Court can 

be justified by reference to the protectability of those trade mark functions. 
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Getting back to the Viking Gas case, it is important to note that the CJEU essentially 

ruled that the trade mark proprietor would have the authority to interfere with competition 

in the secondary market for gas by enjoining refillers by virtue of her exclusive right provided 

that a legitimate reason for opposing such dealings within the meaning of Art 7(2) of the First 

Trade Marks Directive had existed.95 It should be taken into account that in such a case the 

trade mark proprietor is particularly vulnerable to false attributions of quality since the trade-

marked bottle has a long life cycle and third parties would repeatedly engage in dealings with 

the trade-marked good. The extent to which the principles formulated by the CJEU in Dior v 

Evora and Copad are also applicable to dealings with products that do not fall under the 

category of luxury or exclusive goods is not clear.96 It seems, though, as if it makes sense to 

allow the trade mark proprietor to enjoin junior uses of her marks where the trade-marked 

good is presented inappropriately, that is, in a way which not only reduces consumer 

confidence as to the objective qualities of the goods but also threatens to cause a serious 

damage to the image they have acquired in the marketplace. This aspect of trade mark 

protection is particularly relevant to online retail and the operation of e-commerce 

platforms.97 

IV. THE EXCEPTIONS TO THE PRINCIPLE OF EXHAUSTION AS INALIENABILITY RULES 

A. The Economic Case for Inalienability Rules 

In principle, restrictions to alienation are undesirable because they undermine the efficiency 

of the market mechanism which operates to ensure that assets will end up being owned by 

those who value them most through voluntary transactions. The ultimate goal is to put those 

assets to their best use. The term “inalienability” is understood broadly to cover not only 

naked sale prohibitions but any other condition imposed on the alienation of an asset has 

been subjected to by the legislator. Nevertheless, efficiency considerations may in some 

specific instances militate in favour of imposing inalienability rules.  

Calabresi and Melamed have elaborated on this point in their famous work on the 

protection of entitlements, which explored the various arguments driving the policy choices 

between property, liability, and inalienability rules.98 They argue that inalienability rules can 

be relied upon to resolve problems created by negative externalities that cannot be remedied 

though private bargaining.99 A housing rule prohibiting the sale of land to a polluter, for 

instance, would protect all owners in the area given that high transaction and freeloader costs 

practically exclude the option of other residents compensating the seller to avoid the external 

cost. 
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Inalienability rules would either constitute an appropriate substitute for or 

complement tort remedies in controlling harm potentially arising from the use of dangerous 

instrumentalities where injunctions would be difficult to obtain and enforce due to problems 

in identifying the wrongdoer who might anyway not be able to pay damages.100 Gun control 

constitutes an illustrative example.101 The scope of the restriction of alienability would 

depend on the magnitude of the risk of potential abuse. A blanket prohibition of selling 

machine guns to the public would make sense. In the case of rifles, on the other hand, a partial 

restriction to alienability, which permits the sale only to a group of people or excludes it within 

a specific territory, could work in tandem with other remedies and criminal law rules. 

Another economic justification for inalienability rules can be found in preventing the 

overexploitation by individual holders of access rights to a limited-access common pool such 

as the water rights of those owning property within a block comprising more pieces of 

adjacent riparian land.102 Under the traditional common-law principles, the sale of water 

rights was tied to the sale of the corresponding riparian land. In this way, the law avoided a 

situation whereby the more intensive use by the buyer of the water rights would shrink the 

water rights of everyone else while allowing someone who was able to put the seller’s 

property to a more efficient use to do so by acquiring the respective bundle of rights. 

Further justifications for restricting alienability in the broad sense, which are driven 

by efficiency considerations, include the conservation of subject matter such as wildlife 

species facing the threat of extinction, the regulation of close substitutes and the assurance 

of high-quality output.103 Alienability restrictions may facilitate the enforcement of a hunting 

prohibition, for instance. By prohibiting the sale of a close substitute, state authorities may 

achieve an optimal enforcement of a prohibition against transaction over a specific good, 

where the distinction between the permitted and the prohibited good is not easy to draw, to 

mention another example. 

Most importantly for our discussion, inalienability rules may offer solutions to 

problems associated with resource tragedies under some circumstances.104 One way of 

avoiding the overharvesting of a common, for instance, would be to decrease demand on the 

market for the extracted product by introducing a rule permitting only its immediate 

consumption while prohibiting its use as an input for the production of long-lasting canned 

food.105 The acquisition of property in a fancy neighbourhood may be conditioned upon 

obligations to engage or refrain from engaging in specific uses of the property to maintain a 

certain living experience desired by all residents, which constitutes a public good shared in a 

non-rivalrous and non-excluding fashion among a specific group of people. Such use 

restrictions render transactions more cumbersome to avoid situations where individuals 

would not have adequate incentives to maintain and enhance local public goods.106 Alienation 
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restrictions may also serve the purpose of excluding inefficient draws from a common or deny 

access to inappropriate harvesters.107 

One way of looking at the intangible value of the reputation attached to a trade mark 

would be to perceive it as a pasture from which downstream dealers are allowed to extract 

value. The flair of exclusivity a trade-marked good may carry is capable of contributing to the 

maintenance or enhancement of the reputation of its downstream seller. A repairwoman 

lawfully using the mark of a famous automobile manufacturer to indicate the nature of the 

services she offers does indeed take a free ride on the positive associations the car brand has 

come to connote. The very fact that the repairwoman is allowed to communicate to the 

consumers information about her ability to deal effectively with expensive automobiles 

facilitates her efforts to build up a good reputation. As the CJEU noted in BMW v Deenik, such 

collateral free-riding is lawful and does not deprive the junior user of the possibility to 

successfully raise a defence to a claim of trade mark infringement.108 The exceptions to the 

rule of trade mark exhaustion serve the purpose of excluding uses that are harmful to the 

reputation attached to a trade mark. They may exclude inefficient harvesters, such as 

discounters where appropriate, other downstream sellers who have adulterated the trade-

marked goods or have advertised them in a context that is likely to inflict injury to the mark’s 

reputation, as well as providers of repair and maintenance services who promote their own 

business through advertisements that are detrimental to the marketing power of an earlier 

mark.109 

 

B. Pursuing Economic Efficiency Through Exceptions to the Principle of Exhaustion 

The exceptions to the exhaustion principle operate as inalienability rules in a twofold manner. 

First, they make the acquisition of the product from the original manufacturer more difficult 

as they impose conditions on the use of the acquired property. The buyer knows in advance 

that she will not be able to advertise and/or resell the product under circumstances that are 

likely to harm the reputation of the mark. Nor will the buyer be able to resell the product if 

its original condition is affected. Second, they impose the same restrictions to all resales of 

trade-marked goods that have already been placed on the market with the trade mark 

proprietor’s consent. 

We must, however, not lose sight of their proprietary nature.110 After all, they 

constitute legitimate reasons on the grounds of which the trade mark proprietor may oppose 

some downstream sales of her products. Defined broadly, property encompasses every right 

to control the use of an asset.111 In that regard, the creation of property rights is animated by 

a concern to avoid a “tragedy of the commons,” a situation where a valuable resource, such 
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as a rich fishing lake, would be depleted, or become very scarce, due to overexploitation by 

economic operators who lack the incentive to invest in the longevity of that resource as they 

cannot exclude others from its use.112 Their welfare-maximising strategy would be therefore 

to extract as much value as possible from the resource as long as there is still time available 

for doing so. One of the options available to preserve resources that are scarce, non-

excludable and rivalrous in consumption is to make them subject to property rights.113 The 

notion of the “tragedy of the commons” has been criticised for not considering the 

inefficiencies potentially arising from the underuse of a resource that has been subjected to 

property rights114 and the fact that efficient resource management may be achieved through 

proprietary solutions other than the grant of an all-encompassing property right to one single 

party such as those involving group access often combined with some sort of regulation of 

individual use.115 The key insight remains, at any rate, that the conservation of a resource 

often depends on it being subject to some form of property right. 

Non-confusion-based theories of trade mark liability may be explained, at least 

partially, from that perspective. To the extent dilution protection protects the uniqueness of 

a brand or prevents third parties from introducing negative information to the message 

codified in a commercial symbol, these theories of protection serve the purpose of preserving 

the advertising value attached to a trade mark as they allow the trade mark proprietor to 

control harmful uses.116 Similarly, the protection of marks with a reputation against junior 

uses that without due cause take an unfair advantage of the repute or the distinctiveness of 

an earlier trade mark allows the trade mark proprietor to retain control over brand extensions 

and enjoin uses that may diminish the value of the reputation attached to her mark.117 
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Reputation is an economic value that can be depleted if exploited by multiple parties 

not sharing the same economic interests. This observation can explain, at least partly, the 

recognition of publicity rights in some jurisdictions.118 A similar rationale underlies the tort of 

passing off even though the legal system in the UK does not provide for publicity rights. In the 

Irvine case,119 the tort of passing off was, once again, extended to protect reputational 

interests. It was held that promotional goodwill, that is, reputation having economic value for 

which a market already exists, constitutes subject matter eligible for protection, which can be 

protected against misrepresentations as to endorsement.120 Furthermore, in the Irvine case 

it was held that loss of “goodwill exclusivity” constitutes an actionable head of damage under 

the tort of passing off.121 Eddie Irvine, the Formula One driver, was deemed to have a 

legitimate interest in determining the context in which the commercial exploitation of his 

name takes place so that he ensures that its economic value will not be depleted though 

uncontrolled inefficient uses. Notably, the damage requirement is, according to the view 

expressed by Lord Justice Jacob, in the L'Oréal case, the one that is actually instrumental in 

setting the limits of the tort.122 It becomes apparent that the expansion of the protection 

granted to the proprietary interest of the plaintiff’s goodwill in the Irvine case was motivated 

by a concern to protect a valuable intangible from depletion. The same rationale underpins 

the protection afforded to product goodwill under extended passing off.123 

Trade mark law deploys inalienability rules in other contexts as well. Some 

jurisdictions, like the US for instance, have imposed important limitations to trade mark 

transactions, which have been thought of as means to protect consumers from confusion and 

secure incentives for maintaining good quality. Trade marks cannot be assigned in gross, and 

failure to exercise quality control over the goods or services of a licensee may lead to the 

invalidation of the mark. The respective provisions of the Lanham Act feature the efficiency 

function of inalienability rules.124 UK law has adopted a similar approach with regard to 

unregistered commercial symbols.125 Harmonised European trade mark law is characterised 

by a very liberal stance towards trade mark transactions. Naked assignments and licences are 

allowed. The absolute ground for refusal of registration and invalidity as well as the ground 

for revocation pertaining to deceptive marks may indeed, however, play the role of an 
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inalienability rule. Let’s take an example based on the facts of the Elizabeth Florence Emanuel 

case.126 A famous fashion designer decides to retire early enough to thoroughly enjoy the 

fruits of her lifetime labour and sell her business along with its assess including its goodwill 

and registered trade mark rights in her own personal name. The CJEU held that the very fact 

that the new operator of the business will be using a mark consisting of the well-reputed 

previous owner’s mark does not necessarily mean that consumers will be misled into thinking 

that the famous designer is still somehow actively involved in the business by contributing to 

its goals in some capacity.127 It depends on the circumstances, as usual. As the transaction will 

take place in view of the prospect of the mark being revoked on the ground of it having 

become deceptive, the respective rules interfere with the sale in the sense that they render 

it more difficult or complex by essentially imposing a condition upon the use of the property 

to be acquired. In that regard, the provisions related to deceptive marks may occasionally 

function as inalienability rules. 

Inalienability may also serve distributional aims at the expense of efficiency goals.128 
Consider the example of zoning regulations that enhance the welfare of a group of citizens by 
keeping urban spaces open for common use but, at the same time, they may increase the cost 
of housing for other co-citizens in suburban areas. Legislators strive to achieve an optimal 
balance between distributional and efficiency considerations.  

In L'Oréal, LJ Jacob, seems to have raised an argument of that kind. Criticising the 
CJEU’s approach to the issues of law that arose in this dispute, he said: “The ECJ’s decision in 
this case means that poor consumers are the losers. Only the poor would dream of buying 
the defendants’ products. The real thing is beyond their wildest dreams. Yet they are denied 
their right to receive information which would give them a little bit of pleasure; the ability to 
buy a product for a euro or so which they know smells like a famous perfume.”129 Of course, 
drawing the limits between property rights that are necessary to create the artificial scarcity 
associated with goods characterised by an aura of luxury and exclusivity and “areas of 
common use” so that less affluent consumers do not feel excluded is not an easy task to do. 
Quite often, however, the market forces attend to such problems themselves and perhaps in 
ways that are much more efficient than regulatory or judicial intervention. Traders extend 
their product lines to create “affordable luxury brands” more frequently than ever these 
days.130  

As already suggested, the exceptions to the principle of exhaustion may be explained, 

at least partially, as inalienability rules driven by efficiency considerations. They serve the 

purpose of preserving reputational intangible values as goods stemming from a commercial 

source flow down the distribution channels to reach the ultimate consumer. Another 

efficiency consideration promoted by allowing the trade mark proprietor to oppose the 

further commercialisation of goods placed on the market with her consent consists in the 

generation of incentives for economic operators to market products differentiated by brand 
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image,131 luxury items and even Veblen goods satisfying demand for conspicuous 

consumption.132 In conjunction with the free-riding theory of trade mark protection, the trade 

mark proprietor’s limited authority to control downstream sales allows for the internalisation 

of the economic benefits accruing from the commercial exploitation of the advertising value 

she has created. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In order to protect reputational interests of the trade mark proprietor, the law has recognised 

exceptions to the principle of exhaustion. The economic value that is protected may comprise 

both the image of the trade-marked good and the reputation of the commercial source 

signified by a given trade mark. Such expansion of the scope of trade mark rights that allows 

the trade mark proprietor to exercise some control over the further commercialisation of 

goods she has already placed on the market with her consent may be justified by reference 

to the protectable trade mark functions. It is predominantly the functions of advertising and 

investment that push towards the expansion of the exceptions to trade mark exhaustion. 

Despite the accessory nature of the quality function, considerations pertaining to perception 

quality as conceptualised by marketing science have the same expansionist effect. The trade 

mark functions may be indeed extremely valuable as analytical instruments since they allow 

us to study the market effects of trade marks but the extent to which they enjoy legal 

recognition and protection is a matter that needs to be assessed in light of the policy decisions 

implemented by a given trade mark statute or other overriding principles including the 

freedom of competition.133 Within that framework, due consideration must also be paid to 

dynamic efficiencies promoting the effectiveness of competition. As already indicated, the 

justifications provided by the CJEU for recognising exceptions to the principle of exhaustion 

focus primarily on the commercial necessity to protect reputational values rather than 

implementing the legal concept of the trade mark functions. This paper has suggested that 

these exceptions to trade mark exhaustion operate as inalienability rules designed to protect 

reputational values from depletion and secure incentives for the production of such 

informational goods. Although the doctrine of exhaustion traces back to primal legal 

principles such as the hostility against the impositions of restrictions to the alienation of 

chattels, it should at the same time be borne in mind that inalienability rules are quite 

frequently deployed by the law to achieve various forms of efficiencies. 
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